Hi Jim

I wanted to bring a concern I have to your attention and those of your council.

Is it possible to move the 90 km/hr speed limit sign, situated on both the west and east side of Shipka, a couple hundred metres out of this Hamlet’s boundaries, as this is the case in Crediton.

One 90 km/hour sign, Shipka West, is across from my home and adjacent to the Shipka Star-lite Drive-Inn where a lot of people and activities occur...and the other sign, Shipka East, has people ramping up near the last home (Kevin and Sharon Parkers old homestead) going out of town.

Speeding, racing and aggressive driving through this village is an unending issue and many of us pedestrians who push our grand kids and children on the road... (as there is no sidewalk.) feel violated!

Police come and go from the Drive-Inn area

There are 4 new babies arriving in Shipka over the next 4-6 months as well.

My concern is that an accident is waiting to happen here...I often put my slow down sign near the road ...but people don’t obey...My grand kids can contend to this fact and are terrified of this road.

Kind regards

I hope action will be taken before a fatal accident occurs

Cecile Muller

Cecilemuller59@gmail.com

519-617-8536

I’ll be awaiting a response to my request

Thank you